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Definitions 
Commercial Recycling- Recycling collected from businesses 

CONNECT- The Congress for Neighboring Communities, is an organization housed in the University of 

Pittsburgh’s Graduate School of Public and International Affairs. The organization’s main function is to bring 

together the City of Pittsburgh and its surrounding municipalities to work towards common policy issues, 

such as recycling.  

Contamination- Occurs when objects enter the stream of recycling that are not meant to be recycled. This 

can be food, trash, or even other recyclables if they are improperly sorted1. 

Council of Governments (COG)- a regional governing body with membership consisting of several 

municipalities.  

Curbside Recycling- Recycling collected at the curb from residences 

Greenhouse Gasses (GHG)- A gas released into the atmosphere which absorbs and emits heat back to the 

earth thus creating a greenhouse effect. The over release of these gasses is cited as a major cause of global 

climate change. These gasses include water vapor, carbon monoxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and ozone2. 

Materials Management- A term coined to change the way we think about recycling and solid waste. This 

term implies that we are responsibly managing the materials we use and continuously sending them back 

through the cycle of use. Thinking in this prospective will help both decision makers and the public to think 

about waste as a resource to be used rather than just something to be disposed of.  

Materials Recovery Facility (MRF)- Where single stream recyclables are sent to be sorted and placed into 

bales of material for processing and resale.  

PA Act 101 of 19883- Municipal waste planning, recycling, and waste reduction act. The act requires 

municipalities to recycle if they have a population of 10,000 or above OR a population of 5,000-10,000 with 

a population density of more than 300 residents per square mile4. The act also laid out recycling funding 

opportunities, mandated public education and reporting standards, among other changes. The act has had 

little change since its adoption 32 years ago in 1988.  

Pennsylvania Resources Council (PRC)- is Pennsylvania’s oldest grassroots environmental organization. 

They work on environmental education, recycling and waste diversion programs5. 
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How It Works: 

5. Materials which have 

been separated and baled 

are sold to manufacturers 

and shipped to those 

locations.  

6. Manufacturers use the 

recycled material to 

create products in 

addition to using virgin or 

newly created materials. 

Oftentimes creating new 

materials is cheaper than 

using the recycled ones, 

due to contamination’s 

impact on market prices. 

7. Some recyclables, 

particularly plastics are 

not recyclable in the 

sense that they can return 

to their original form, like 

for example a bottle. 

Instead these materials 

are “downcycled” or 

turned into something 

else. 

8. From the 

manufacturers, materials 

are available for purchase 

and they flow through the 

cycle again.  

4. The MRF processes and 

separates the recyclables 

and puts separated 

materials into bales to sell 

to buyers. However, 

contaminated, bagged, or 

unusable materials will 

end up back in the landfill. 

3.  Haulers service 

residences and businesses 

within the municipality, 

taking their waste to a 

transfer station from 

where trash is taken to 

the landfill and recycling is 

combined in a truck and 

shipped to a MRF 

2. Entities within the con-

tract, typically the local 

government and the haul-

ing company, communi-

cate specifications of the 

contract to residents. Giv-

ing them information on 

how to properly partici-

pate in the program.  

1. Local governments 

create recycling 

ordinances that dictate 

expectations for future 

contracts signed with 

companies who haul 

recycling from residences 

and businesses in the 

municipality.  
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We are facing a time of great change. As the COVID-19 global pandemic continues to rage, the United States is also 

waking up to the racial injustices that still occur in our country. This is a time of increased consciousness of issues 

among all Americans, a pivot point for policy makers, an opportunity to make great change if so decided. If we want to 

make meaningful, equitable change we need a wholistic approach, one that also includes addressing the issues which 

are affecting our environment.  To achieve environmental justice and a more productive economy, we must rethink 

and retool our solid waste and recycling systems management. 

In 2017 the United States put 139 million tons of waste in landfills6, in the year 2020, with an increase in needs for 

sterile and disposable products that number will undoubtedly increase. Landfills are not a sustainable solution, they 

emit greenhouse gasses which are the cause of global warming, they also contribute toxins to our soil and water 

systems. To top it off, the unfortunate truth is that most landfilled materials should not be there. Based on EPA 

estimates, around 75% of waste landfilled in 2017 were materials that could have been composted or recycled7. The 

country is not taking full advantage of materials we use and it in part has to do with lacking recycling infrastructure, 

programs, communication, and collaboration.  

For years, America has exported lower grade recyclable materials for which we do not have viable domestic markets to 

poorer foreign markets who are essentially left to pick through our trash for anything of value. This practice causes 

mass amounts of trash to pile up in countries who do not have the infrastructure to handle it, therefore creating huge 

levels of pollution. The practice also directly placed disposal convenience over American recycling and manufacturing 

industries, thus weakening our domestic recycling industry. In 2017 , China, the biggest importer of our garbage, 

released more stringent rules on materials they would accept. Our recycling market was shocked as our biggest buyer 

practically disappeared. While we continue to dump our trash disguised as recyclable materials in developing countries, 

this change should serve as a wakeup call. Recycling markets have changed.  

As a result of these global changes, many Southwestern Pennsylvania municipalities saw the removal of glass, paper, or 

certain types of plastic from their bins, even though the materials were listed in their contract. As contractors 

heightened their focus on collecting less contaminated and more viable materials, they stopped collecting some items 

which caused the highest contamination. When programs changed, citizens became confused about recycling and 

either became discouraged and quit recycling or continued to recycle improperly (commonly referred to in the industry 

as wish cycling). This leads to the landfilling of materials that could have been recycled but became irreversibly 

contaminated. Municipalities in the CONNECT region, in particular, saw a 10% decline of average residential tons of 

recycling processed between 2013-20198.  

The truth is, in the region our recycling programs are outdated and were not equipped to make the suddenly needed 

improvements. On average, the region’s municipal recycling ordinances were created 25 years ago, with minimal 

amendments since. Our waste contracts are based on these dated provisions creating collection programs with little 

responsibility on the hauler to track data on our recyclables or help educate the public on the program. Lastly, our 

communications systems surrounding recycling are not up to date and tell us something different at every turn. Our 

region is a fragmented one and currently every municipality in the region has a different approach to their recycling 

program, but environmental issues are cross-boundary. For us to improve our recycling programs and defer more 

waste from landfills, we need a regional solution.  

Executive Summary 
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On July 18, 2019 a visioning session was held among members of CONNECT, an organization which brings together the 
many local governments in the very fragmented region surrounding Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. CONNECT serves as a 
network to help these many voices come to consensus on cross boundary issues. During this visioning session, one issue 
in particular was at the top of everyone’s priority lists, recycling.  Recycling was noted as an urgent priority topic for 
virtually every member present. After discussion the following goals were set forth:  
  
· Identify new pathways for recycling   
· Identify ways to communicate with the public  
· Encourage economic development in the region through recycling and reduction of waste efforts  
· Identify effective partners.   
  
Out of this visioning session, two research groups were created in Fall of 2019. One was comprised of graduate students 
from University of Pittsburgh’s Graduate School of Public and International Affairs and the other with skilled 
professionals from chemical and plastics company, Covestro’s Pittsburgh office. The reports were completed in 
December of 2019 and found among other things, that there was decrease in recycling tonnage out of the region since 
2013, less materials were being accepted in curbside bins, and that regional programs lacked any kind of cohesivity.  
These reports were then presented to both CONNECT’s Working Groups and Sustainable Pittsburgh’s Plastics 
Collaborative. From the reports more questions arose and a need for a Regional Recycling Research program emerged.  

Why Recycling? 
CO NNE CT ’s  V is ion in g  Se ss ion  
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Two of our biggest partners in this report included PRC and Sustainable Pittsburgh. Both organizations in addition to 
their own work on waste reduction and materials management, have served on the advisory panel for this report. Their 
current work on recycling and waste reduction has served as a catalyst and inspiration for CONNECT’s work in the area.  
 

Pennsylvania Resources Council (PRC) 
Currently PRC has several projects in play to improve the region’s waste stream. As curbside glass recycling decreased, 
they began glass recycling initiatives , matching their glass collection events straight to a vendor. The glass collection 
events were very successful particularly in both the City of Pittsburgh and the South Hills. The organization has also 
launched initiatives to propose updates to Act 101 to improve recycling statewide as well as mapping out the waste 
shed of Pennsylvania.  
 

Sustainable Pittsburgh 
Sustainable Pittsburgh takes an intersectional approach to sustainability, but they also have initiatives which focus on 
waste reduction. They recently made national news for the food waste reduction efforts and have worked with the 
restaurant industry to increase recyclable and compostable product use. Their Straw Forward initiative in 2018/2019 
lead to the collection of over 25,000 littered single use plastic materials to create an art installment to bring awareness 
to the issue of single use plastics. This initiative lead to the creation of a larger cross-sector network of over 100 
individuals in the region against single use plastics, known as the Plastics Collaborative. 

O ur Part ners  

Last year, several CONNECT communities, including Millvale, Etna, Forest Hills, Munhall, Sharpsburg, and West 
Homestead, engaged in the creation of a Climate Action Plan along with ICLEI (the French acronym for the International 
Local Governments for Sustainability). ICLEI provides a data inventory tool, Clearpath, which guides municipalities 
through a reporting process to measure greenhouse gas emissions, develop strategies to lower those emissions and set 
reduction targets. This year CONNECT will continue to partner with ICLEI as well as the PADEP to complete a Regional 
GHG Inventory and Climate Action Plan that represents all CONNECT communities and will help members reach their 
economic and environmental sustainability goals, led by CONNECT Graduate Student Intern, Eric Raabe. CONNECT aims 
to work with members and partners like Sustainable Pittsburgh and PRC to advance this work. 

Relevant to this report, the data collection effort has a section dedicated to the solid waste sector. Completed 
climate action plans found that the solid waste sector contributes on average to 3% of greenhouse gasses emitted in 
municipalities. While this seems low, a public survey completed during the process with ICLEI showed a high desire to 
build up local recycling and composting programs and infrastructure. Policies regarding solid waste recommended to 
municipalities include, but were not limited to instituting a composting program, creation of recycling programs, 
conduct a public education and outreach campaign, and support the creation of and contribute to a regional solid 
waste data collective .  

ICL E I  Cl imat e  A ct ion  Pl a ns  
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Recycling Focus Group 

Identified Recycling Challenges 
 
• Glass Recycling 
• Illegal Dumping  
• Funding for programs   
• Issue of Access  

• In rural areas  
• For low income municipalities 
• For areas with high levels of 

illiteracy 
• Loss of services in contracts due do global 

commodities markets  
• Lack of leadership at higher levels  
• Municipalities lack of market share and 

inability to garner better deals   
• Data and Communications from Haulers  
• Lack of clarity on ideal collection methods  
• Diversity of approaches to solid waste 

management  

A focus group held in conjunction with partner, PRC, provided detailed, qualitative insight regarding challenges and 

desires for recycling programs from municipal representatives. The focus group format was held via Zoom and 

contained an introduction and explanation of the purpose of the meeting, then participants were broken into small 

discussion groups lead by CONNECT or PRC, and finished with a report out and additional conversation.  

Desires for Program  
 
• Contracting on a county level 
• Better education 

• Composting 
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CONNECT values regional solutions, and their approach to 

recycling should be no different. Interest in a regionalized 

recycling program was found from many CONNECT 

members during the course of this research and was a 

significant topic of discussion during the Regional 

Recycling Focus Group. There are many ways to regionalize 

recycling programs, which this report will explore, but 

before any of those solutions could be implemented our 

region needs to have standardization of communications 

and operations. 

Currently, nearly every member municipality of CONNECT 

has their own recycling program, sending waste to various 

parts of the region. The fragmentation of our recycling 

programs makes it difficult to understand the current state 

of our region’s recycling and gather data in a centralized 

location which impedes on our ability to track our progress 

and improve our programs.  

Much anecdotal evidence through informal discussions 

with municipal leaders indicates that a fragmented system 

leads to confusion of constituents who may live in one 

municipality where recycling is done one way and work in 

another with completely different recycling policies.  This 

can increase contamination in recyclables and even 

decrease participation.  

A regional recycling solution will take the responsibility off 

each separate municipality to make decisions regarding 

recycling. It will instead offer best practices to be agreed 

upon which will aid in cohesion of the region’s materials 

management, creating more informed recyclers, and will 

generally improve the overall quality of our region’s 

recycling. 

The Interest:  
Regional Recycling So many of us want to recycle 

and do the right thing for the 

environment. As an elected 

official, though, it's hard to 

weigh the pressure of new 

expenses on our residents, 

some of whom have no 

savings in the bank and are 

working hard to pay down 

overdue bills as it is when 

wages are largely stagnant 

and the cost of living keeps 

rising — especially when 

waste haulers can't even 

guarantee that what we put in 

blue bins will actually be 

recycled and not just 

landfilled or dumped in the 

ocean internationally. 

- Brittany Reno, Sharpsburg 

Council President 
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Case Studies: Regional Waste Authorities 

Cuyahoga County Solid Waste District: 

All counties are required by Ohio law to be a part of a solid waste management district10. Said districts can be joined 
with other counties or singular or have the option to become an authority instead. In Ohio, the difference is structure. 
Districts have a board and a policy committee and authorities simply have a board who perform both functions.  

The waste district in Cuyahoga County focuses on informing the public and providing expert knowledge on waste 
related issues. Their board is comprised of three members, two of whom are county employees and one of whom is a 
county council person. Their policy committee is comprised of 13 members who represent the county, several 
municipalities, the public, and the business sector. The district also has a staff of seven11.  

 

York County Solid Waste Authority: 

Created in 1971, the waste authority now has a $44 million annual operations budget fueled completely by its own 
waste to energy facility. It is important to note however, the ramifications of waste to energy facilities and their 
negative impact on air quality. The Authority advises municipalities on their curbside recycling programs as well as 
offers its own drop off programs for e-waste, HHW, and Christmas tree recycling. The authority has 26 employees and 
is governed by a board of 9 who meet monthly 12. 

 

Connecticut Materials Innovation and Recycling Authority: 

MIRA is a political subdivision formed in 2014 after a public act calling for its creation was passed. The authority’s 
purpose is to own and maintain facilities within the state’s materials management infrastructure. Its predecessor, 
Connecticut Resources Recovery Authority, was created in 1973. During its time it developed a network of materials 
management infrastructure to ultimately move the state away from using landfills. The entity is self-funded from 
revenues generated from owned facilities (a cleaner solution for revenue than waste to energy plants), but the state is 
financially responsible for the entity13. As of 2019, Connecticut averaged a decline of 200,000 tons of municipal solid 
waste taken to the landfill each year14. 
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A Changing Market 

It is well known that China’s National Sword Policy changed the American recycling market suddenly, but international 
policies are not the only ones with the ability to alter waste programs. The following are examples of pending national 
and state level policies which have the ability to impact our waste stream. Within the next few years, we should expect 
to see many changes in how we manage our waste, and our programs need to be prepared.   
 

Break Free from Plastic Pollution Act 
In an August 2020 memo to the National Caucus of Environmental Legislators, two congressmen Udall (D-NM) and 
Lowenthal (D-CA), present a blueprint for state and local governments to implement the Break Free from Plastic 
Pollution legislation, introduced in February 2020. The legislation offers a wholistic approach to decreasing plastic 
pollution through several best practice policies. 
While focused heavily on source reduction, the Act also has provisions regarding recycling. Including a requirement for 
new packaging to contain a certain percentage of post-consumer recycled materials, easier to understand labels on 
how to recycle a product, and tight restrictions on the exporting of plastics and other materials15 . These provisions will 
work to improve how we recycle and have the potential to increase demand of recyclable materials, but these 
provisions are bound to change the recycling market as we know it.  
 

Plastic Waste Reduction and Recycling Act16 
The Plastic Waste Reduction and Recycling Act is  bipartisan legislation introduced by Representatives Haley Stevens (D-
MI) of Michigan and Anthony Gonzalez (R-OH) with endorsement from the American Chemical Council (ACC), American 
Chemistry Society, American Beverage Association and Plastics Industry Association. The act calls for funding of 
research and development of better recycling technology and infrastructure. The legislation calls for the creation of a 
federal “Plastic Waste Reduction and Recycling Program” to be housed in the Office of Science and Technology Policy 
and to be coordinated by a cross-agency committee 17. 
 

Zero Waste Goals 
Cities and States around the US, including Pittsburgh, have committed themselves to a Zero Waste Goal, making 
changes to the way they manage their materials in order to recover all resources used rather than disposing of them. 
According to the Zero Waste International Alliance the working definition of zero waste is, “The conservation of all 
resources by means of responsible production, consumption, reuse, and recovery of products, packaging, and materials 
without burning and with no discharges to land, water, or air that threaten the environment or human health18.”  
Pittsburgh has implemented a Zero Waste by 2030 goal with the hopes to achieve 90% diversion from the landfill. They 
have set up a strategic plan to achieve this goal which includes engaging all sectors within Pittsburgh. Actionable steps 
according to the city’s Zero Waste Roadmap include, data collection, website improvement, building of infrastructure, 
implementing an automated collection system, among others19 . 

The world of recycling is everchanging. In this increasingly environmentally conscious world, international 

environmental policies are frequently amended as we learn more of our impact on this planet. Market prices of 

commodities surge up and down as economic markets do.  It is important to remember that first and foremost the 

recycling industry is just that, a business. This business can change at the drop of a hat with newly introduced policies 

or as supply and demand fluctuate. Our programs need to be prepared, which means creating a program and not 

changing it for 30 years is out 

P ol ic ie s  
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Circular Economy 

One such expected market change is 

the increasingly popular concept of a 

circular economy. The way we 

currently look at our waste stream can 

be classified as linear. A linear economy 

extracts raw materials and turns them 

into products which we use and then 

dispose of. The concept of a circular 

economy does what is known as closing 

the loop, effectively turning the line of 

a linear economy into a circle by 

reusing or extracting used materials 

rather than disposing of them.  

“I have been working in this industry for 7 years and I have 

seen it change [from a market standpoint] 3 or 4 times.”   

- Jordan Tony, More Recycling 

M ark et s  
While we create policies surrounding recycling 

it is important to remember that the recycling 

industry is a commodities market and 

governments are just one player in that 

market. From a policy standpoint, we are 

inclined to institute fixed and easy to follow 

policies so as to not confuse constituents. 

However, a static policy will fail to keep up 

with the ever ebbing and flowing of recycling 

markets. The graph to the left is just one 

example of how frequently the market 

changes. It shows quarterly changes in scrap 

plastic prices for the East Coast from 2014 to 

present. Proper policies will take these 

changes into account. They will be simple to 

understand yet flexible as well as 

collaborative. A collaboration between 

governments on recycling policies will put 

governments in a better position in the market 

and give them more influence.  

From a Linear to a Circular Economy. 0AD. Government of the Netherlands. https://
www.government.nl/binaries/large/content/gallery/government/content-

afbeeldingen/infographics/from-linear-to-a-circulair-economy.jpg. 

Tony, Jordan. Historical Scrap Plastic Commodity Prices. Pittsburgh, PA: More Recycling, 2020. 
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Our Region’s Recycling: A Snapshot 

A major setback for those working to improve regional recycling has been the inability to outline exactly what is 

happening in our region regarding recycling. Which municipality contracts with whom? Where do our recyclables go? 

What can we recycle? When asked, many local government representatives did not know these answers firsthand. To 

fully understand how recycling works in each municipality, it was clear that a robust review of all layers of 

documentation was needed. These layers include ordinances or the government/ governance piece which informs the 

contracts or hauler agreement piece. The agreement in the contracts should inform the content of the website/ 

communications piece. All of these pieces should align as they create a chain which connects the government to 

residents who use the curbside recycling service. Data gathering on equipment and facilities available in the area also 

gives an idea as to how to engage current infrastructure. This collection brings a more wholistic picture of our recycling 

programs into view, essential knowledge for creating smarter policies.  
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•Nearly every municipality had a different set of terminology surrounding materials  

•Many municipalities, even those who utilize the same hauler, have a different list of 

accepted materials  

•Some municipalities claimed to accept different materials at the curb than their 

hauler actually allows 

•A large portion of websites were out of date 

Constant (Mis)Communication:  
Findings from Municipal Websites 

A robust recycling program effectively communicates its requirements to its users, and in the 21st century, websites 

are arguably the most direct way of mass communication. Therefore, taking an inventory of available information on 

municipal websites was a natural step into discovering the effectiveness of their recycling communications. 

An inventory of information available on websites belonging to municipalities in the CONNECT Region was completed 

to gain knowledge of how recycling information is transmitted to residents. Information is limited to what is listed on 

the website of the respective municipality and may not be accurate to what actually occurs in the recycling program, 

which is part of the communication problem.  

The reviewer visited each respective municipality’s website and from there completed a Google Form survey with the 

varying information available on the website. This information was then put in an Excel Sheet. Most notably, the sheet 

lists materials available for recycling as stated by the municipal website or resources from the hauler that were listed 

on the website. 

The website review turned up some important findings, the first being that there is no standard place to house or way 

to present recycling information on a municipal website. The lack of organization often meant searching under several 

tabs before resorting to searching “recycling” in the website’s search bar, if they had one, or additional google 

searching. 

Once recycling information was found, we noted that nearly every municipality had a different set of terminology 

surrounding materials. More or less, there are 45 different “languages” being spoken in Pittsburgh and its surrounding 

municipalities. Even municipalities who utilize the same hauler have a different list of accepted materials. There were 

also frequent incidences where messaging portrayed on the same website made opposing claims. Lastly, dated 

information was a large issue, particularly for an industry that is going through major changes. 
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• 29 of 45 Municipalities have a recycling ordinance 

• Average year of ordinance adoption: 1995 

• Only 11 have amendments 

• 75% mention a sustained public education program 

• Less than half (14/29) of those provide additional specifications regarding 

public education programs 

• <25% call for an annual recycling tonnage report  

• 2 municipalities still allow bags for recycling collection 

• Penalties:  $25-$1000 or upon default, jail time typically up to 30 days.   

 

 

Ancient Codes:  
A Review of Municipal Recycling Ordinances 

A review of municipal recycling ordinances gives us a good picture of what is legally required within municipalities as per 

their recycling programs. The ordinances should act as the base for all the layers within the program. Reviewing 

ordinances, was a good indicator to determine the robustness of a program and the efficacy of the laws it was built on.  

The ordinance review was completed by reading through all given municipalities’ Recycling ordinances and taking 

inventory of key articles, sections, and provisions. In total, 45 municipalities’ ordinances were reviewed 29 had 

ordinances and 16 either did not or they were not available through an online search. The most common provisions 

were determined after going through several ordinances and were compiled into an Excel Sheet. 

From this inventory, it was found that the majority of laws were created in the early 90s, most likely a product of PA Act 

101 of 1988, many of these ordinances had not been amended within the past 10 years or ever. Most ordinances (75%) 

make note of a required sustained public education, but just over half of those go on to elaborate on these programs in 

any way . Even less (<25%) succinctly mandate any sort of data reporting.  

The review offered a clear picture of best practices pulled from each ordinance from which a model ordinance could be 

created for the CONNECT community. This model includes succinct provisions for a public education plan, data 

reporting, and regular updating. The model is set up in a fashion that includes an attachment where program, public 

education, and data specifications are listed and can be regularly updated without the need to change the entire 

ordinance.      
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• 6 Denote which landfill waste is taken to 

• 2 List which MRF/ Recycling Processor 

• 6 Outline data collection specifications 

• 5 Require the hauler to aid in public education of any kind 

The review of contracts was meant to garner an idea of what services were actually (or according to the agreement, 

supposed to be) happening. Specifically, this portion should have filled in the gap where questions asked of officials 

regarding their waste contracts remained unanswered. Of the 29 CONNECT member municipalities, 15 contracts were 

received, some of which we await additional information. This section and its recommendations are based on 

information reviewed but may be incomplete due to the limited samples received.  

After garnering buy in from COG directors and municipal leaders, an email requesting municipal solid waste and 

recycling contracts was disseminated to municipal managers of CONNECT municipalities. From this call for contracts 15 

have been received so far. 

Through the review of contracts, we found that many were widely missing the specific information for which we were 

searching. Only six contracts included a listing of landfills where municipal solid waste was being taken and only two 

listed MRFs where recyclables were being taken. Six  contracts note specifications for reporting data on recycling and 

municipal solid waste, five have clauses requiring the hauler to aid in some sort of public education program. The 

contracts do give us important information to consider during future planning of a regional recycling program such as 

timeframes of contracts and methods of termination, but overall, the data contained in contracts is lacking. 

Coming Up Empty:  
The Missing Information in our Contracts 
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Infrastructure Review 
Mapping existing equipment and facilities helps garner an understanding of what is already available in the region. It 

can prevent the ordering of excess equipment, match needs to equipment that is not in use, and overall save a regional 

program money.  

The inventory was started through phone calls to Municipal and Council of Government Offices, with follow ups via 

email. Equipment inquired about was recycling or public works related equipment such as vehicles, bins, dumpsters 

and any other equipment that could be used for a recycling program. Additional information collected was if the 

equipment was in use and what kind of shape it was in. Lastly, if a municipality’s ordinance contains a clause noting 

that recycling bins are to be provided by and remain property of said municipality, the accuracy of the clause was 

inquired about particularly if bins were not found to be under the ownership of a municipality. 

The inventory was completed for around half of the CONNECT region and unearthed some interesting findings. 

However, to complete the inventory with the scale and accuracy desired, it requires more resources than this project 

allowed. This report recommends the continuation of the inventory.  

The inventory found that many municipalities do not own their own equipment, rather contracting with haulers who 

use their own. Equipment owned in the region does seem to be in active use. This inventory also found that at least 

two (2) municipalities noted that the clauses contained in their ordinance regarding ownership of bins were out of date 

and no longer accurate. 
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Regional Facilities 

Martin, Cassidy. Map of Waste Facilities in Southwest Pennsylvania. 2020. 20 
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Pilot Program: QVCOG 
During the course of completing this report, an opportunity arose to apply this project’s proposed framework on a 

smaller sample. Reviewing the ordinances, contracts, and websites of the 11 QVCOG Municipalities who sign the COG’s 

joint recycling contract, helped solidify the framework and work out any issues. Findings and recommendations for 

QVCOG were outlined in a presentation at QVCOG’s Regional Forum on Saturday, July 18, 2020. The presentation was 

joined by others speaking on recycling including but not limited to the Pennsylvania DEP, PRC, Centre County, Beaver 

County, and the State of Vermont.  

Findings: 

• Majority of websites shared an aligned message 
• 2 or 3 municipalities had dated information on their websites from as early as  2013  
• Only 1 municipality is required by Act 101 to recycle 
• Majority of recycling collection is done bi-weekly  
• Only 5 of 11 municipalities participating in the joint contract were found to have Recycling Ordinances  
• Of those, two have not been amended since 1990, one since 1995, one since 2012, and one since 2016. All of which 

are before changes in the US recycling market were seen 

Recommendations: 

• Align language surrounding recycling programs across layers of each program and across the COG 
• Include comprehensive and succinct recyclable materials list in contracts, ordinances, and communications  
• Include Public Education Program Specifications in ordinances  
• Launch Public Education Program  
• Unify structure of Solid Waste Ordinances, Recycling Ordinances, Website Communications  
• Adopt Recycling Ordinances if one does not exist  
• Continue working jointly 
 

The QVCOG Pilot utilized the CONNECT Report framework for the Website review. The pilot proved the need for an 

ordinance review for the CONNECT Report as well as helped provide the framework to complete one. As all 

municipalities utilized the same contract, this pilot did not offer a contract review framework. The joint contract will 

expire at the end of 2021, QVCOG’s hope is to create a more robust recycling program for their next contract cycle. 

Discussions at the forum with solicitor , Kate Dierson, lead to talks of the formation of  a waste authority that would 

take the lead on recycling and municipal solid waste programs. This solution is just one of many that could be beneficial 

for the COG and maybe even the region.  
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To ensure best practices for a regional program are brought to our region, we recommend forming a cross-sector 

exploratory committee to begin the creation and engagement of a central regional materials management entity. This 

committee will create the framework for a regional entity, sort through the legalities of creating it, and will make 

decisions on staffing. They will also aid in the following recommended activities.  

What Can WE Do? 
F orm  An  Exp lo rato ry  Co mm itt ee  

The lowest hanging fruit to create any type of regional unity, is to make sure that our fragmented programs have some 

sort of alignment. To do so, we suggest making changes both externally as a region and internally across all layers of 

our recycling program specifications. We should make sure that we use the same terms and definitions in all of our 

program documents, especially when referring to materials. Once the language is the same we suggest agreeing on 

materials accepted in our recycling programs as a region. This may vary based on the capabilities of the different MRF’s 

which service each municipality, but it hinders our progress as a region to have 45 separate combinations of materials 

which are accepted. To do this, we need to transcend our contracts and take into account what is actually being 

processed at the MRF.   

Next, to ensure that our programs remain robust even as the recycling market changes, we should review and amend 

our ordinances based on the attached model. The model creates an ordinance which specifies program specifications 

and sets expectations for data collection and public education. As recycling is an ever changing market, the ordinance 

utilizes a specifications attachment which can be changed as deemed necessary rather than having to 

formally amend the ordinance. The model ordinance creates a flexible way to keep our recycling programs up to date 

by requiring the review and update of ordinances at a regular interval, at least as often as a new waste contract is 

signed.   

When applicable or eligible the attached contract check list should be used when negotiating future recycling and 

waste contracts. The contract and bid specifications help to ensure that haulers are held accountable for data 

collection and cooperation on public education. These contracts will ensure that municipal leaders are better in the 

know on their recycling programs. Lastly, all communications particularly, website information should be aligned based 

on the program changes agreed upon. A regular interval should be set to update municipal communications as well.  

S pe ak  T he  Sa me  L ang uag e  
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As the changes above are being agreed upon, begin the bidding process to engage a marketing agency to work with the 

CONNECT region to run a widespread public education campaign. The campaign should include at least the following: 

• A market survey determining how best to reach the greatest amount of people in the region and to determine the 

largest barriers to accessibility of communications and recycling programs 

• Marketing materials based off the unified decisions made 

• A regional brand for recycling programs which should be easily recognizable no matter where you are in the 

CONNECT region. Our communications, particularly our websites should utilize this branding and update 

information as recycling programs change.   

E du ca te  T he  P ub l ic  

Engage search activities to discover and agree upon a data portal where all data regarding waste and recycling will be 

kept. Commit to entering all  existing hauler data into portal by a set date. In future contracts, as stated in the attached 

checklist, include a clause to have recycling and waste reports sent regularly to the municipality or if possible entered 

automatically into the portal. Use the data to continuously track and improve programs on a municipal level.   

Co l le ct  Dat a  

Cre ate  A  s us t a in ab le  Sys te m  

Overhauling how the region talks about recycling, managing a sustained public education program, and collecting and 

maintaining data will increase our region’s volume and purity of recyclables. However, the level of dedication these 

activities will take far exceeds what our already spread thin public servants are able to take on and it’s just not 

sustainable to put the burden on them. Many municipalities in our region already have small staffs which continue to 

shrink due to COVID-19 driven budget restrictions. A centralized materials management entity can dedicate time and 

resources to these activities which will improve our region’s materials management programs, create more informed 

recyclers, and will generally improve the overall quality of our region’s recycling. 

Working as a collaborative will give local governments greater market influence which in turn will improve existing 

programs as well as make them more accessible to those who previously could not afford them. With a central 

materials management entity best practices will be implemented including reinvestment in local recycling markets and 

infrastructure which will create jobs and save money. Recycling infrastructure creates on average 10 times more jobs 

than the trash industry21. The industry offers jobs of all levels throughout the stream from sorters and collectors to 

managers and customer service positions. Improved infrastructure and levels of recycling will also save municipalities 

money on landfill tipping fees. None of these improvements would be possible without collaboration. 
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Let’s Do it Together 

As the world grows increasingly conscious of humans’ impact on the environment, 

policy makers lean towards further reaching strategies to ensure the health and 

wellbeing of our planet. Issues surrounding the waste system are not different. The 

issues with recycling have cross boundary impact and are ever changing, and our 

strategies need to be the same. CONNECT holds a key role in the region, bringing 

municipal governments together to create common solutions and it has the ability to 

pursue a regional solution for recycling. This solution needs to be actively sought by 

CONNECT through continuing conversations surrounding recycling and the allocation of 

resources towards a solution. The intent for better recycling exists, but we cannot lose 

momentum, ground work needs to be laid for better, more robust programs and 

actionable steps need to be taken to make sure as a region we not only improve our 

recycling, but also lower our impact on the planet. We are facing a time of great 

change, let’s make those changes together. 
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